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Range Asian Hours
(from Globex open)

US Federal Reserve announced a faster taper and signaled three rate hikes in 2022.
Mixed session for Asian equities today after US stocks rallied on the FOMC announcement the Nikkei is at +1.81%, the Shanghai composite is at +0.28%, the Hang Seng is at -0.81%,
while the ASX 200 is at -0.51%.
The US dollar dropped sharply following the FOMC - the DXY index is at 96.42 the EUR at
1.1287, USD/JPY at 114.13, while the AUD is at 0.7155.
US treasury yields are firmer across the curve - the 2 year yield is at 0.669% while the 10 year
yield sits at 1.461%.
Gold is trying to consolidate above $1780 in Asia following a volatile finish to the NY session.
The yellow metal is sitting at $1781 as I write.
Silver is finding support around $22, the grey metal currently trading at $22.13.
Gold ETFs sold 99koz overnight to a gross total of 98.06 million oz.
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